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I.   NATIONAL NEWS.WS.
1.  Vintage Mickey: Disney, Seeking Adults, to Market Wine
Dow Jones Newswires
June 25, 2007 
Walt Disney Co. (DIS), aiming to be more than a Mickey Mouse operation, is branching out into furniture, linens and even wine. 
Starting in the fall, Disney will unveil a line of home goods such as lighting products made by the Minka Group. Disney also plans to market a fashion bath and bedding collection with Dan River, and outdoor table tops and entertaining products with Zak Designs next year. 
Next up: Disney is launching a wine label via Costco Wholesale Corp. (COST) that is based on its upcoming animated film "Ratatouille," the tale of a rat who wants to become a French chef. The chardonnay, from the Burgundy region in France and bearing the Ratatouille name and likeness, will sell for $12.99. 
The licensed products, targeted at adults and devoid of mouse ears, underscores Disney's push to gain a deeper foothold on more sophisticated consumer products. Last fall, the company partnered with Drexel Heritage on an upscale furniture line based on the decor of Walt Disney's home and office during the 1930s and 1940s. 
Marketing items based on Disney characters "is the biggest part of our business because that's our heritage. But the non-character (segment) is growing very, very quickly," Jim Fielding, executive vice president of global retail sales and marketing for Disney's consumer products, told Dow Jones Newswires. 
He said the company projects that its non-character branding will be between 10% to 15% of Disney's licensed business over the next five years. Disney's consumer products arm also said last week said it expects its retail sales by the company and its licensees to rise 13% to $26 billion in fiscal 2007, double the level seen five years ago. 
"If we truly want to double the business again...which is what our goal is in the next five years, we need to branch into different parts of the market that we're currently not...in, and that's where non-character" comes into play, Fielding said. 
In the apparel arena, Disney recently launched a line of bridal gowns designed by Kirstie Kelly, and the company is in final negotiations with a major retailer to launch Disney Jeans in the U.S., probably by fall 2008. Disney Jeans was first launched in 2005 in France, Italy, Spain and Eastern Europe. The line, designed for kids and teens, is also sold in Mexico, Japan and China. 
"I think that the private label arena in denim wasn't as developed overseas as it was here in the U.S.," Fielding said. "So the market for Disney non-character jeans was just more apparent in the European market than it has been in the U.S." 
Fielding said the company is also looking to launch a sporting line in 2008 in Europe for kids, which will have a combination of character and non-character branding. 
"When you look at the corporate structure it's a natural extension for Disney to look to other avenues of growth beyond characters," said Tony Lisanti, editor-and-chief of License! Global magazine. 
"Their character business has been so strong for so many years. As their consumers...continue to get older, this creates pockets of new markets" for the company, he said. 












If the ailing music business can't find strong medicine to offset a seven-year slide in sales, maybe a stiff drink will do.
Drinks Americas Holdings Ltd., the company behind a Donald Trump vodka, Willie Nelson's "Old Whiskey River" bourbon and a line of Paul Newman-branded juice drinks, is set to announce today an agreement with Universal Music Group's Interscope Geffen A&M label group. Universal Music Group is owned by French media conglomerate Vivendi SA.
The idea of the deal, executives of both companies said, is to come up with brands of drinks -- both alcoholic and nonalcoholic -- that bear the imprimatur of artists on Interscope's roster, which includes Eminem, producer Dr. Dre and Sting.
One of the most intriguing aspects of the deal is that record labels, including Interscope, nearly never control the rights to name and likeness rights like those needed to slap a celebrity's face or name on a bottle. One exception is the Pussycat Dolls, a female pop group; in that case, from the group's inception Interscope has been a participant in all kinds of licensing and merchandising deals.
The companies specified that it is Interscope's obligation to negotiate drinks deals with artists. Drinks Americas, of Wilton, Conn., will then create the beverages, while Interscope will kick in marketing support for both the newly minted products and its partner's existing line of drinks.
Steve Berman, president of sales and marketing at Interscope Geffen A&M, said the deal was a response to "the rapidly changing landscape of the record business," in which many record labels are scrambling to diversify their revenue streams. Warner Music Group Corp. recently struck a deal with manager Chris Lighty to find branding-and-endorsement opportunities in which Warner is to participate. One of Mr. Lighty's biggest clients is 50 Cent, who records for Interscope. Interscope doesn't as a rule participate in the rap star's many lucrative outside business ventures; Warner, a rival, now will, at least in some instances.
Drinks Americas Chief Executive Patrick Kenny acknowledged in an interview that a familiar name gets a product only so far. "They get trials from the consumer," Mr. Kenny said. "But you still have to deliver a product that pleases the consumer"
Mr. Kenny knows from experience how difficult it can be to integrate drinks and the music business. He was a marketing executive at Seagram Co. in 1995 when that liquor giant acquired MCA Inc., whose music division was later renamed Universal Music Group.













The planned $6bn sale of V&S, the global drinks company famous for its Absolut vodka, has moved a significant step closer after the Swedish government announced the appointment of Morgan Stanley, the US investment bank, to advise it on the deal.
The transaction could create a new powerhouse in the global drinks market if V&S is merged with one of the main existing players. Its split up value and strong cash flow are also expected to lure hefty private equity bids.
V&S is one of the world's 10 biggest beverage companies and the Swedish government has already received expressions of interest from leading drinks groups including Fortune Brands, Bacardi, Diageo, Pernod Ricard and Anheuser Busch.
The vodka maker is wholly owned by the Swedish state and is one of six companies to be sold in the next three years by the country's centre right government, which was elected last September, as part of its privatisation drive.
Magnus Kolsjö, political adviser to Mats Odell, the minister in charge of the privatisations, cautioned no deal for V&S was imminent. Morgan Stanley will now consider all the possible for options for V&S, he added.
"It is not a listed company so there is a lot of work to be done. Should there be an IPO, a trade sale or split up into different companies. It is an open mandate," he said.
The proposed sale is complicated by the fact that Absolut is a brand that evokes strong emotions in Sweden - similar to Scottish attitudes to whisky and French views of champagne.
The prospect of an iconic Swedish product being sold to a non-Swedish company, or private equity investors cutting Swedish jobs, could prompt strong objections to the sale from the public.
Mr Kolsjö said that these issues meant that price was not the only factor in the coming sale and that issues such as job protection and keeping the company's headquarters in Sweden would form part of Morgan Stanley's assessment of the best way to sell the firm.
Financial analysts are divided on the value of the company, with estimates ranging up to $6bn. But Bengt Baron, V&S's chief executive and former Swedish Olympic gold medallist swimmer, has described these estimates as "conservative".
He points out that since 1996, V&S's operating profit has increased tenfold and sales have trebled.








4.  Things look Pretty Black for Guinness
Sunday Times
June 24, 2007
Falling sales have led to speculation that Diageo may sell the Irish stout brand.
One group of people will be hoping the storm clouds gather over Centre Court this week. As the All England Championships get under way tomorrow, the caterers and brewers will hope that rain interruptions will drive spectators to the drinks tents.
Guinness, the world's biggest stout brand, will be among those hoping to do a roaring trade at its mobile bar set up inside Wim-bledon for the two-week tournament, although if they live up to the stereotype, tennis fans will be quaffing Pimms or champagne rather than the black stuff.
And that, in a nutshell, has been the problem affecting the Irish brewer for some time. Guinness sales in the UK and Ireland are down. At its interim results earlier this year, Guinness's parent company Diageo said sales in Europe had fallen by 7%, a further decline on the 3% drop it reported last summer.
Last week, Guinness executives announced a review of its historic St James's Gate brewery in central Dublin. This is only just getting under way but many believe that it will lead to the closure of the site, which makes more than 40% of the world's Guinness, and that brewing will be moved to a purpose-built facility outside the city centre.
Some observers worry that if St James's Gate closes, the loss of a large slice of Guinness history could hurt sales.
"Relocating a brewery is always a risk. We've seen it many times with a brand that is closely associated with a particular location," said Andrew Holland, analyst at Dresdner Kleinwort.
There are many examples of real ale brands that have lost fans after the original brewery closed and the beer was made elsewhere. The marketing also has to change the phrase "the cream of Manchester" didn't have quite the same ring after Boddingtons' historic Strange-ways Brewery was closed.
None of this is lost on Brian Duffy, global brand manager for Guinness. "The heritage and history of St James's Gate are a very significant part of the appeal of the Guinness brand and that will absolutely be a factor in the review," he said. "There is no question of [the outcome] simply being based on a few figures on a page."
The company said the future of the site was not being reviewed because of the sales downturn St James's Gate is, said Duffy, running "pretty much at full capacity". Rather, the equipment used in the brewing process is now 25 to 30 years old and needs replacing. This has led to a "significant investment decision" about whether to upgrade St James's or relocate.
To what extent Guinness's recent European performance will dictate the outcome remains to be seen. A trading update due from Diageo this week is unlikely to shed much light on whether sales have improved since the company's last public announcement.
Sales in some overseas markets remain buoyant. American predilection for imported lagers and so-called "craft" beers, has kept US sales strong. Australia is said to be performing nicely, while African territories, such as Nigeria, are also making a good contribution. But the core European market where Britain and Ireland account for about 90% of sales is proving a headache for Diageo.
A number of reasons are cited. Duffy suggests that the biggest problem has been a shift in drinking patterns from consumption in the pub to people buying alcohol in supermarkets and drinking at home. This, he said, had affected Guinness disproportionately, as the drink is "very much associated in Ireland with the pint in the pub". In part, the decline in pub trade is blamed on the smoking ban, introduced just over three years ago.
Duffy said another factor is that, as the Irish economy has boomed, people are spending more time at work or commuting, which has affected drinking habits. "That's something that will take a bit of time to wash through the system."
Outside Diageo, opinion suggests that the problems facing Guinness may be more fundamental. One advertising executive said: "It's one of those rare cases where the marketing is really good, which leads one to suppose the problem is with the product."
An executive at a rival brewing company said the biggest challenge facing Guinness was the battle to recruit new customers, especially younger ones.
Guinness, most would accept, is an acquired taste, and young people used to acquire it from their fathers. These days, youngsters look for drinks, along with fashion and music, that differentiate them from their parents. That, coupled with the much greater variety of brands on offer in Ireland today, has left Guinness with the problem of how to replenish its customer base.
In particular, the onslaught of cider, led by Ireland's C&C Group over the past couple of years, has left many brewers, not only Diageo, scratching their heads. One solution has been to invent variations on the brand, to get people used to drinking Guinness.
It introduced the Extra Cold variety in 1999. But as one analyst put it: "If you chill anything, it takes away the taste." More recently, the group has tested Guinness Red, which has a "bittersweet" taste, and a lower-alco-hol version called Mid-Strength.
Duffy argues that the Guinness obituary writers should get things into perspective. "While it has been in some decline, it is still by far the biggest-selling beer in Ireland." And in Britain, it is said to be the fourth-most popular draught beer.
One rival executive said: "There's only one way to go when you have that sort of dominance and that's down."
The sales decline in its home markets has prompted talk in the City that Diageo may be better off selling Guinness than persevering with it. Many observers question whether there are genuine benefits to having Guinness under the same roof as Diageo's spirits brands, which include Smirnoff, Gordon's and Johnnie Walker.
There would be no shortage of buyers for Guinness. Heineken is regarded as the most likely, as it already has a number of brewing joint ventures with Diageo in regions such as Africa.
Despite the speculation, Duffy said Diageo's chief executive, Paul Walsh, is committed to retaining Guinness. "He's a huge supporter of Guinness and wants us to become a bigger player in beer, not a smaller player," he said.











Round and round they go, hundreds of bottles of Two Buck Chuck rattling and clinking their way toward a big machine that deftly fills, corks and seals each one in a rhythmic dance of metal and glass.
It's been five years since the first of these amazingly cheap chardonnays and cut-price cabernets started rolling off the line, released by maverick vintner Fred Franzia under the formal label of Charles Shaw wines.
Three hundred million bottles later, Two Buck Chuck is still selling, and Franzia is still preaching his message of wine for the masses.
"We're not out to gouge people," says Franzia. "What I would like to see is every consumer be able to afford to have wine on the table every day and not feel insecure about it."
Last year, Two Buck Chuck - available only in the Trader Joe's grocery chain and priced at $1.99 in California, hence its nickname - accounted for at least 8 percent of California wine sold in-state, said Jon Fredrikson, who tracks wine shipments through his Woodland-based company, Fredrikson, Gomberg & Associates. National market share figures are not available. A bottle can range as high as $3.49 elsewhere.
The result - along with the cute "critter" labels and more user-friendly packaging like boxes and screw caps - has helped knock a little of the starch out of the industry, said the wine industry consultant.
"I think it shook up the business in several ways, but certainly it created this interest among consumers to seek out wine values," said Fredrikson. "It certainly plants a seed in everyone's mind about what you get for the money."
Michael Mondavi, founder of Folio Fine Wine Partners, a Napa Valley-based importer and producer of high-end wines, takes the wine-glass-half-full approach to the Franzia effect.
"I think Two Buck Chuck has helped to make people aware that wine is not just for special occasions," says Mondavi, son of California wine country pioneer Robert Mondavi and a longtime friend of Franzia's. "I also believe that the vast majority of the people who originally start buying Two Buck Chuck, within a period of a year, trade up to better wines."
Franzia's roots in the winery business go deep. His grandfather, Giuseppe Franzia, immigrated from Italy to America in 1893, buying land in California in 1912 and beginning wine production three years later.
In 1933, the family started Franzia Brothers Winery, producing 100,000 gallons of table wine that year. After that winery was sold in 1973, Franzia, his brother Joseph and cousin John, started Bronco. (The family has no connection with the boxed wine sold today under the Franzia name.)
Franzia has crossed legal swords with the wine establishment more than once.
More than a decade ago he and the company were fined after he pleaded no-contest to charges of mislabeling some grapes as a more expensive variety. More recently, he was engaged in a pitched court battle with Napa vintners who argued that it was illegal for Bronco to sell wines which have "Napa" in their name but are made with grapes grown elsewhere.
Franzia lost that fight. But he soon had Napa buzzing again when he rereleased one of the disputed brands, Napa Creek - this time made with Napa grapes - and priced it at $3.99.
Making wine is expensive from the ground up, but Franzia owns a lot of ground - 40,000 acres is the common estimate. He won't say. His Ceres-based Bronco Wine Co. also owns the crushing and bottling plants and has its own distribution company.
Until now, another company has supplied the bottles. But Franzia is talking about building a glass container plant near his Napa Valley bottling facility.
Still in the preliminary planning stages, Franzia says the plant would reduce greenhouse gases by limiting truck deliveries and through the use of environmentally friendly technology that would cut plant emissions.
He introduced plans for the glass plant this spring at an elegant lunch in Napa - the whitest tablecloths, the finest food, all washed down with your choice of Two Buck Chuck.
Industry veteran Richard Peterson, who worked for decades at E. & J. Gallo and other major California wineries and is now consulting for Bronco, sees Franzia as the guy Napa vintners love to hate.
"I enjoy watching them spar," he says with a chuckle.
"We do business with many, many people in Napa," says Franzia. "A lot of my friends are in Napa. Part of the fun is just rubbing their nose in it a little bit and I'm sure vice versa."
That brings out some friendly barbs from Mondavi.
"He says no wine is worth over $10," says Mondavi, whose family's wines include the new I'M line that runs from $13 to $20. "I say, 'Yeah, you're right Fred, unless they're my wines because I've seen you buy 'em."
But Franzia maintains he is true to his principles, even when the wine in question is his. Bronco's Napa Ridge Napa Valley Reserve often costs more than $10 because it's made with more expensive grapes.













Constellation Brands Inc.'s Chairman and Chief Executive Richard Sands received compensation valued by the company at about $4.1 million in its 2007 fiscal year, according to the distiller's proxy statement Friday.
For the year ended Feb. 28, Sands received a salary of about $1 million and a bonus of $436,348. The company did not award him any other non-equity incentive plan compensation.
Constellation Brands also gave him "other compensation" valued at $339,984 for the year. The number included $83,041 in matching contributions to a 401(k) and other retirement and savings plans and $256,943 in perks, such as a designated car, personal use of the corporate airplane, a "complimentary product allowance" to give him access to Constellation Brands' alcoholic beverages and an annual health review.
In addition, Sands was awarded stock and options that had an estimated value of $2.3 million on the day they were granted.
The Associated Press calculations of total pay include executives' salary, bonus, incentives, perks, above-market returns on deferred compensation, and the estimated value of stock options and awards granted during the year. The calculations don't include changes in the present value of pension benefits, and may differ from totals detailed by companies.
During the year with Sands at the helm, sales grew 12 percent and profit gained 2 percent. The company's share price fell 11 percent during the same time period as Constellation struggled to handle a glut of bulk Australian wines that have hurt branded sales in Britain.












There's a lot of agreement among beer lovers about the pleasing taste of Sam Adams. Where there is more confusion is what investors should do with shares of Boston Beer, the company that makes the brew.
Andrew Sawyer, analyst at Goldman Sachs, recently hosted an investor meeting with Boston Beer (nyse: SAM - news - people ) management, discussions that reaffirmed his positive view on the performance of the franchise.
Sawyer said that sales growth momentum at the company remains robust with a 15%-20% increase in the first half of 2007.
"Boston Beer is benefiting from renewed growth and consumer interest in high-end specialty beers, and is leveraging its leadership position in the segment and high awareness via expanded distribution and product variety," Sawyer wrote.
Despite that news, though, Sawyer said he remains on the sidelines with the stock. Why the guarded outlook?
Sawyer said that the key reservation he carries is the pending decision of the company on whether or not to invest $170-$210 million into a new brewery. He thinks that the company is now leaning towards construction because it thinks such a new brewery will provide long-term supply and also generate some operating savings.
But the downside to such a venture, Sawyer argues, is that he thinks investors would probably react pretty negatively to the event as it would dilute EPS by 25 cents to 40 cents annually in its first year depending on cost savings.
For now, Sawyer rates the company "neutral." 
In late afternoon trading Friday, shares of Boston Beer were down 1.3%, or 51 cents, to $39.33.
Raymond Mathis, analyst at Standard & Poor's, is more enthusiastic about the stock. In a client note from May 31, Mathis said he believes Boston Beer will benefit from continued strength in the better beer category. He in fact expects continued outperformance from the better beer category for the next two years, driven by sustained demand for super-premium products, strong distribution, and an increased marketing focus.








8.  Control State Volumes Climb 9% in May

Wine and Spirits Daily
June 26, 2007
 
Based on a report by Melissa Earlam of UBS, NABCA volumes grew 9.1% in May. Growth is up 4.6% year-to-date, as compared to 3.3% ytd in April and a 3.9% increase in 2006. Comps in May 2007 remain challenging, said Melissa.














In a revealing study into how underage drinkers get alcohol, researchers found that almost 20 percent of young men agreed to buy beer for people who appeared to be under 21. 

"One in five is willing to take the risk, for whatever reason, to face jail time or a fine to provide alcohol to underage people," said study corresponding author Traci Toomey, an associate professor of epidemiology at the University of Minnesota. "That is a concern, and we need to figure out effective interventions."

All states and Washington, D.C., have set 21 as the minimum age for people to purchase alcohol, yet many underage people -- including high-school and college students -- have no problem getting their hands on beer and liquor. Within the past 15 years, researchers have been examining how they do it, Toomey said.

It's clear that some underage people try the so-called "shoulder-tapping" strategy, asking adults to buy them alcohol as they enter stores.

In the new study, Toomey and her colleagues recruited five people who were over 21 but appeared to be 18 to 20 years old. The recruits approached adults as they entered 219 convenience or liquor stores in a Midwestern metropolitan area and asked if the customers would buy them a six-pack of beer.

In the first part of the study, the recruits asked 102 adults if they'd buy beer; only eight percent agreed. In the second part of the study, the researchers only approached casually dressed men who appeared to be 21 to 30 years old, and 19 percent agreed to buy beer.

"If you think kids are getting alcohol from shoulder-tapping in your community, you probably want to target your efforts toward young men," Toomey said. "Whether it's an education or enforcement campaign, it may be best targeted at a more specific part of the population."

The researchers didn't ask the beer buyers why they had agreed to purchase alcohol, but Toomey has some theories. "I'd imagine they don't know what the law is, they don't think they'll get caught, or someone once bought alcohol for them, and it's a payback situation."

The findings are published in the July issue of Alcoholism: Clinical & Experimental Research.

Dwight Heath, a professor of anthropology at Brown University who studies alcohol use, called the study "weak," because four of the five people who approached customers were female.

On a more global level, "it [the study] is a distraction, it's spinning our wheels by looking at something that is relatively unimportant in relation to young people's drinking," Heath said. "What is a major problem is that young people are trying to get booze illegally, and that has to do with a couple of things," including the "absurd law" that says they can't buy alcohol if they're younger than 21, he added.









10.  Supreme Court Rules Manufacturers Can Establish And Enforce Minimum Retail Prices
Beverage News Daily
June 29, 2007
In a decision which may have a significant impact on retailer challenges to the three-tier system, the U.S. Supreme Court yesterday ruled that manufacturers don’t necessarily violate antitrust laws by establishing and enforcing retail prices.
The case overturned a rule adopted nearly a century ago, in 1911, when the court held that vertical pricing restraints always violate of Section 1 of the Sherman Act.
In yesterday’s decision, it said courts must apply the “rule of reason” and examine all the facts and circumstances.
The case involved a clothing manufacturer that stopped shipping a line of leather belts to a boutique that was discounting the belts in violation of the manufacturer’s pricing policy.  The manufacturer asserted that, at least for its products, small retailers treat customers better, provide customers more services and make their shopping experience more satisfactory than do larger, more impersonal retailers, specifically mentioning Wal-Mart.
Breaking from the Pack
In a letter to its retailers, the manufacturer said it chose “to break away from the pack by selling at specialty stores; specialty stores that can offer the customer great quality merchandise, superb service, and support the … product 365 days a year on a consistent basis.
“We realize that half the equation is … producing great … product, and the other half is you, our retailer, creating great looking stores selling our products in a quality manner.”
In a 28-page decision that amounted to a review of economic literature, Justice Anthony Kennedy concluded that “vertical price restraints can have procompetitive effects.” And he said the high court has been step-by-step abandoning the rationales on which the 96-year-old Dr. Miles decision prohibiting vertical price restraints was based.  
Procompetitive Justifications
“Economics literature is replete with procompetitive justifications for a manufacturer’s use of resale price maintenance,” Kennedy wrote. 
“Minimum resale price maintenance can stimulate interbrand competition – the competition among manufacturers selling different brands of the same type of product – by reducing intrabrand competition” between retailers selling the same brand.  Kennedy added that the primary purpose of the antirust law is to protect interbrand competition.
Resale price maintenance has the potential to give consumers more options so they can choose among low-price, low-service brands; high-price, high-service brands, and brands that fall in between.
Avoiding Free-Riding Retailers
Without vertical price restraints, Kennedy said, “discounting retailers can free ride on retailers who furnish services and then capture some of the increased demand those services generate.  Consumers might learn, for example, about the benefits of a product from a retailer that invests in fine showrooms, offers product demonstrations or hires and trains knowledgeable employees.”
Consumers might choose to buy a brand because  “they see it in a retail establishment that has a reputation for selling high-quality merchandise.  If the consumer can buy the product from a retailer that hasn’t spent capital providing services or developing a quality reputation, the high-service retailer will lose sales to the discounter, forcing it to cut back its services to a level lower than consumers otherwise would prefer.  Minimum resale maintenance alleviates the problem because it prevents the discounter from undercutting the service provider.
Facilitating Market Entry
Resale price maintenance can increase interbrand competition by facilitating market entry for new brands and firms.  They can use the restrictions to induce competent and aggressive retailers to make the investment of capital and labor that is often required in distribution of products unknown to the consumer, Kennedy wrote.  
“New products and new brands are essential to a dynamic economy, and if markets can be penetrated by using resale price maintenance, there is a procompetitive effect,” he wrote.
Potential Dangers
At the same time, Kennedy acknowledged there are potential dangers to resale price maintenance.  It may facilitate a manufacturer cartel by identifying manufacturers who benefit from the lower prices they offer.  Or it could discourage a manufacturer from cutting prices to retailers “with the concomitant benefit of cheaper prices to consumers.”
Vertical price restraints “might be used to organize cartels at the retailer level.  A group of retailers might collude to fix prices to consumers and then compel a manufacturer to aid the unlawful arrangement with resale price maintenance.”
As for these sort of deals, Kennedy said they “are, and ought to be, per se unlawful.”
Another danger: a dominant retailer might request resale price maintenance to forestall innovation in distribution that decreases costs.  “A manufacturer might consider it has little choice but to accommodate the retailer’s demands because it needs access to the retailer’s distribution network.”
And manufacturers might be equally unscrupulous, using resale price maintenance to give retailers an incentive not to sell the products of smaller rivals or new entrants,” he wrote.






11.  31.5% of Alcoholics are Young, without Family Alcohol History
Beverage News Daily 
June 29, 2007
Some 31.5% of U.S. alcoholics are young adult drinkers, with relatively low rates of co-occurring substance abuse and other mental disorders, a low rate of family alcoholism, and who rarely seek any kind of help for their drinking, according to a new study by scientists at the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse & Alcoholism (NIAAA).  The study identified five distinct subtypes of the disease, 
"Our findings should help dispel the popular notion of the 'typical alcoholic’,” said Howard B. Moss, M.D., NIAAA Associate Director for Clinical and Translational Research, and lead author of the study. "We find that young adults comprise the largest group of alcoholics in this country, and nearly 20 percent of alcoholics are highly functional and well-educated with good incomes.  More than half of the alcoholics in the United States have no multigenerational family history of the disease, suggesting that their form of alcoholism was unlikely to have genetic causes."
"Clinicians have long recognized diverse manifestations of alcoholism," adds NIAAA Director Ting-Kai Li, M.D, "and researchers have tried to understand why some alcoholics improve with specific medications and psychotherapies while others do not. The classification system described in this study will have broad application in both clinical and research settings."  A report of the study is now available online in the journal "Drug and Alcohol Dependence".
In the current study, Dr. Moss and colleagues applied advanced statistical methods to data from the NESARC.  Their analyses focused on the 1,484 NESARC survey respondents who met diagnostic criteria for alcohol dependence, and included individuals in treatment as well as those not seeking treatment.  The researchers identified unique subtypes of alcoholism based on respondents' family history of alcoholism, age of onset of regular drinking and alcohol problems, symptom patterns of alcohol dependence and abuse, and the presence of additional substance abuse and mental disorders:
Young Adult Subtype: 31.5% percent of U.S. alcoholics.
Young Antisocial Subtype: 21% percent of U.S. alcoholics.  Tend to be in their mid-twenties, had early onset of regular drinking, and alcohol problems.  More than half come from families with alcoholism, and about half have a psychiatric diagnosis of Antisocial Personality Disorder.  Many have major depression, bipolar disorder, and anxiety problems.  More than 75 percent smoked cigarettes and marijuana, and many also had cocaine and opiate addictions. More than one-third of these alcoholics seek help for their drinking.
Functional Subtype:  19.5% of U.S. alcoholics. Typically middle-aged, well-educated, with stable jobs and families.  About one-third have a multigenerational family history of alcoholism, about one-quarter had major depressive illness sometime in their lives, and nearly 50 percent were smokers.
Intermediate Familial Subtype: 19% of U.S. alcoholics.  Middle-aged, with about 50 percent from families with multigenerational alcoholism.  Almost half have had clinical depression, and 20 percent have had bipolar disorder. Most of these individuals smoked cigarettes, and nearly one in five had problems with cocaine and marijuana use. Only 25 percent ever sought treatment for their problem drinking.
Chronic Severe Subtype:  9% of U.S. alcoholics. Comprised mostly of middle-aged individuals who had early onset of drinking and alcohol problems, with high rates of Antisocial Personality Disorder and criminality.  Almost 80% come from families with multigenerational alcoholism.  They have the highest rates of other psychiatric disorders including depression, bipolar disorder, and anxiety disorders as well as high rates of smoking, and marijuana, cocaine, and opiate dependence.  Two-thirds of these alcoholics seek help for their drinking problems, making them the most prevalent type of alcoholic in treatment.
The authors also report that co-occurring psychiatric and other substance abuse problems are associated with severity of alcoholism and entering into treatment.  Attending Alcoholics Anonymous and other 12-step programs is the most common form of help-seeking for drinking problems, but help-seeking remains relatively rare.


 II.  INTERNATIONAL NEWS.
12.  India Poised to slash duty on Whisky (India)
Scotsman
June 24, 2007
The Scotch whisky industry is poised to secure a victory in its long-running battle with the Indian government, which is expected to slash punitive duties on spirits early next month. 
Industry sources say India is preparing legislation that will scrap the import duty that subjects all imported spirits to an additional duty of between 25% and 550%. 
The move would mark a significant turning point in the fortunes of Scotch whisky opening up one of the world's largest markets. The Scotch Whisky Association (SWA) has said that it expects to capture a 5% share of the Indian market by 2015 when the tariffs are removed. 
Sources say legislation could come in as early as July 1 as ministers look to outflank any ruling made by the World Trade Organisation (WTO) disputes panel. The panel will meet next week to discuss complaints from the US and European Union about high duties on imported whisky. 
If the panel rules against India, it will be told to slash its duties or face authorised retaliatory trade sanctions from US and EU member states. 
But last night, one source said: "Everybody is now preparing for July 1 and expecting a positive announcement. We have been here before but it appears time has run out. There is a realisation in India that they have to comply with the WTO." 
In the past few months, the SWA has made numerous representations to the Indian government, and both the Chancellor Gordon Brown and the Trade Secretary Alistair Darling have raised the issue during recent visits to India. 
It is understood that under the new legislation the national duty would be scrapped, allowing individual states in India to set their own levels of taxation in line with the country's WTO commitment. 
The move would be welcomed by Vijay Mallya, who last month paid South African entrepreneur Vivian Imerman £595m for Whyte & Mackay. 
Mallya's United Breweries Group hopes to sell premium brands such as Isle of Jura, Dalmore, Whyte & Mackay 13-year-old blend and Glayva liqueur through upmarket hotels, which are allowed to import spirits duty free. 
According to John Wakely, an independent drinks analyst, Mallya, having bought into the Scotch whisky industry, has to put his weight behind getting the Indian Scotch market to open up. 
He said: "There needs to be quite a hurry on this, because unfortunately the flip-side of the Scotch whisky industry is that if there is a sustained boom over a number of years in prices and volume, they start cranking up production." 







13.  MPs call for end to cheap Booze (United Kingdom)
Morning Advertiser
June 22, 2007
Almost 200 MPs have called for an end to "irresponsible" price promotions on alcohol in the off-trade. 
MP John Grogan's Early Day Motion, which claims that cheap alcohol is exacerbating the problem of binge drinking, has now attracted 198 signatures, making it one of the most popularly backed motions. 
Grogan said the government's announcement that the Department of Health is to carry out a review to find any link between price and promotion of drink and irresponsible drinking had brought the issue to the forefront. 
He said: "I do now think it's very firmly on the political agenda and will be one of the items that Gordon Brown will tackle."
Many drinks retailers are sceptical about the review, which forms part of the government's new alcohol strategy. However Grogan said he had received support from several small drinks retailers for his petition which also calls for alcohol not to be sold as a loss leader. 
"They themselves see damage to their own business because they cannot compete with the supermarkets," he said.







14.  Diageo Stripped of South Korea import License (South Korea)
Anna Fifield and Song Jung-a
Financial Times
June 26, 2007
Diageo, the UK-based drinks company, on Tuesday lost its licence to import alcohol into South Korea, the world's fourth largest whisky market, and was fined Won290m ($300,000) after tax authorities found that it was involved in illegal sales to unlicensed wholesalers.
This comes as both Diageo and Pernod Ricard face a separate investigation for allegedly raising slush funds to be used for bribery, charges that likewise carry heavy penalties.
The investigations are serious for both companies and their booming sales in Korea, where office workers drop small glasses of whisky into larger glasses of beer to make hugely popular "bomb drinks".
The National Tax Service had been investigating allegations that Diageo salesmen sold whisky to unlicensed wholesalers, who then did not pay duty on the alcohol, although the UK company paid import taxes.
Diageo on Tuesday confirmed that a "small number" of its employees in Korea had been involved in improper transactions with unlicensed wholesalers.
"We have taken a number of different measures to make sure that our employees are now fully compliant with all the laws and regulations of Korea," the company said in a statement. "While we acknowledge responsibility for past mistakes, we believe that the cancellation of Diageo Korea's licence is a very severe penalty, which will have a disruptive and costly impact on our business."
However, the company said it would take steps to limit the impact on its business in Korea, saying it would use an independent third-party distributor to sell its products.
Diageo, which sells the Windsor, Dimple and Johnnie Walker brands, has a 35 per cent share of the Korean whisky market, just behind Pernod Ricard, which sells the most popular brand, Imperial, as well as the Ballantines label.
Diageo is still the subject of a separate, ongoing investigation into tax evasion relating to the "technical issue" of where it should pay tax - in the district where its headquarters are located or where its distribution centre is based.
The Seoul District Prosecutors' Office is meanwhile conducting a third investigation into whether the two drinks companies operated slush funds. The prosecutors are investigating the supply of promotional goods at four to five times actual price and whether the additional money was put aside to pay bribes.
However, people with knowledge of the investigation say it has nothing to do with Diageo or Pernod Ricard themselves but stems from actions by third-party promoters.
Both companies said in statements that they were co-operating fully with the authorities on this investigation.
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/f555d94c-23c9-11dc-8ee2-000b5df10621,Authorised=false.html?_i_location=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ft.com%2Fcms%2Fs%2Ff555d94c-23c9-11dc-8ee2-000b5df10621.html&_i_referer=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fhl%3Den (​http:​/​​/​www.ft.com​/​cms​/​s​/​f555d94c-23c9-11dc-8ee2-000b5df10621,Authorised=false.html?_i_location=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ft.com%2Fcms%2Fs%2Ff555d94c-23c9-11dc-8ee2-000b5df10621.html&_i_referer=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fhl%3Den​)
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Sales of beer kegs to 4th of July revelers will be covered by a new state law intended to combat underage drinking.
Most new laws approved by the 2007 Legislature take effect on Sunday. One of them requires that beer kegs purchased in Iowa be registered, giving authorities a tool to track down adults who buy beer for teenagers.
“It helps us track where the kegs are going and it keeps the minors away from it,” said Jay Wilson, assistant vice president of wine and spirits for Hy-Vee Food Stores, which supported passage of House File 650.
Retailers must record the buyer’s name, address and driver’s license number, as well as the identification number on a sticker that is placed on the keg. The registration information must be kept for at least 90 days.
“We hope it goes smoothly. It’s fairly simple in its design,” said Lynn Walding, administrator of the state’s alcoholic beverages division. The state agency’s Web site — www.iowaabd.com — offers details about keg registration.
Customers of John’s Grocery in Iowa City will notice little difference other than the keg stickers, said store manager Doug Alberhasky.
“A lot of the things they were asking, we were doing before” to keep track of keg purchases, said Alberhasky, who supervises keg sales.
He wonders, however, if more underage drinkers will now turn to hard liquor. “It’s shifting the problem. It’s not going to do anything to fix it.”
Iowans could be affected by scores of laws taking effect July 1 that were approved earlier in the year by the 2007 Legislature and Gov. Chet Culver.
Other new laws include an expansion of civil rights protections for gays and lesbians, a ban on acquiring wild animals as pets, a tripling of the daily fee paid jurors and protections for the American flag.
Legislators tried to clarify the state’s flag desecration law by specifying what it means to deface, defile, mutilate or trample upon the American flag.
House File 817 was drafted in response to a federal court decision that found the current law was unconstitutional because it was too vague to enforce.
The new law prohibiting discrimination based on a person’s sexual orientation or gender identity covers these areas: employment, housing, education, public accommodation and credit practices.
Senate File 427 expands a civil rights code that currently makes it illegal to discriminate based on age, gender, race, religion, nationality or disability.
“I don’t think initially we’re going to be flooded with a tremendous number of complaints. We may see anywhere from 30 to 50 cases,” said Ralph Rosenberg, director of the Iowa Civil Rights Commission.
Gay rights advocates won another victory when the 2007 Legislature passed Senate File 61, requiring that schools have anti-bullying policies — including specific protection for pupils against harassment based on sexual orientation.
The new state laws cover a range of issues. The daily fee Iowans are paid for jury duty will triple starting next week. The current jury service fee of $10 a day, in effect since 1974, is about to climb to $30 a day.
July 1 marks the start of a ban on Iowans acquiring dangerous wild animals such as bears, wolves and venomous snakes.
However, people who already own such an animal will be allowed to keep the animal if it is registered with the Iowa Department of Agriculture by the end of the year. Other conditions also must be met, including having a microchip implanted in the animal for identification.
Zoos, research facilities, fairs, circuses and veterinary facilities are exempt.
Iowa joins most other states in prohibiting private ownership of exotic pets. Animal welfare advocates say wild animals should be left alone because they can spread disease and are dangerous if they attack. Also, caring for them in captivity can be very difficult.












Des Moines could soon join a growing number of U.S. cities that ban smoking in or around outdoor public areas.
The city's park board today will discuss a smoking ban at Gray's Lake beach, all swimming pools, and facilities such as the James W. Cownie Soccer Complex. The ban would include a 25-

Will no smoking be added to this list? One of a half dozen warning signs posted at the public beach area at Gray’s Lake may soon include a ban on smoking. The Des Moines Parks and Recreation Board will today discuss the issue, which could go before the City Council on July 9.
foot, smoke-free zone around each area and would cover entire parks that are within 1,000 feet of a school. Included would be city-sponsored events such as the "Nitefall on the River" concert series at the Simon Estes Amphitheater and youth activities.
Don Tripp, director of the parks department, said exemptions will be available for noncity events on public property, such as this weekend's Des Moines Arts Festival.
"We don't want this to necessarily impact privately operated events. That's really up to the promoter," Tripp said.
Violators of the ordinance could face fines of up to $750.
The board's recommendation, if approved, will go to the City Council on July 9, and the new rules could go into effect as soon as September.
Christine Hensley, who pushed earlier this year for the smoking ban in city parking garages, said she supports the park proposal.
"I think this would be a logical next step," she said.
Tripp said the proposed ban targets areas where smoking poses a "public health or customer service issue."
"Some of these have been enforced by park rule only, but there wasn't teeth in the city ordinance," he said.
Urbandale city officials earlier this year set a policy against all tobacco in city parks during youth sports events. Pleasant Hill and Indianola have similar policies, and Johnston has designated some parks tobacco-free. Cedar Rapids has smoke-free public transportation. Ames and Iowa City had banned smoking in restaurants, but the Iowa Supreme Court overturned those ordinances because they were stricter than state law.
Officials nationwide and across the world have recently banned smoking in public places. It is against the law to light up anywhere but on private property in Calabasas, Calif. The ban covers all public areas, even sidewalks. It is considered the toughest local ordinance in the country.
Authorities in one section of Tokyo have ticketed public smokers since October 2002. In Omaha, officials in 2006 banned smoking in places of employment. Kansas City, Mo., has had a similar ban since 2005.
"I think there's some sentiment that we want to project the image of promoting clean and healthy neighborhoods and parks," said Loyd Ogle, a member of the park board.
Jayson Parker of West Des Moines said he thinks the proposal is the first step toward a total smoking ban in the city.
"Not being able to smoke out in public is not right," he said.
Parker and two friends sat down for a smoke Monday in downtown's Western Gateway Park after they saw a sign posted near the chess garden that smoking is prohibited there. The sign had the desired effect, Tripp said.
"It is something I imposed because of immediate issues in that area this season," he said. "It really has been a problem with people gathering in that area because of nonsmoking at most" businesses in the area."
Paula Covington of Ames and Dan Shaw of Des Moines ate their lunch Monday at the chess garden and said they enjoy the smokeless environment.
"I don't really enjoy smelling smoke while I eat or do anything," Shaw said.








17.  Jefferson Teacher Charged with Providing Alcohol to Minors
Associated Press
June 26, 2007
A teacher in Greene County faces charges of giving alcohol to two boys.
Ashley Keller, who just finished her first year of teaching at Jefferson-Scranton Middle School, is charged with two counts of providing alcohol to a minor and two counts of contribuing to the delinquency of a minor.
Keller is accused of giving the 15-year-old boys alcohol during a party at her Jefferson apartment last week.








18.  Group forms to stop 21-Ordinance
Kelli Sutterman
Daily Iowan
June 27, 2007 
A UI student-led group plans to launch an anti-21-ordinance campaign after the Iowa City City Council chose to put the issue up for public vote in November.
The Student Health Initiative Task Force, a group founded by four UI students, intends to mobilize volunteers and create a website in addition to distributing fliers and informative pamphlets. 

UI junior Atul Nakhasi is one of the four founding members of the Student Health Initiative Task Force, a group against the 21-ordinance, which will go before the voters in November. The task force has created an anti-21-ordinance group on Facebook.com that has more than 900 members.
For its first order of business, the task force created a group on Facebook.com that has attracted more than 900 members.
"Our overall goal is to provide education and awareness about all forms of student health," said Atul Nakhasi, one of the founding members of the task force. "But for now, our concentration is to organize the student body in order to defeat this 21-ordinance."
Discussion about a possible 21-ordinance for Iowa City began again on May 30, when City Clerk Marian Karr certified the 3,576 signatures on a petition drafted by the Committee for Healthy Choices.
The citizen petition requested the city pass an ordinance mandating that patrons under the age of 21 leave bars by 10 p.m. or face a $250 fine.
"We understand that the committee wants what's best for students," Nakhasi said. "But students are not going to just stop drinking if this ordinance gets passed, and we don't want to put a Band-Aid on something that requires stitches."
The task force predicts an increase in house parties if the ordinance is passed - a social change he said would negatively affect neighborhoods.
"We just don't have the same system of checking student safety in residential places as we do in the bars. Students are safer downtown," he said. "There are not bouncers checking IDs, or bartenders restricting service, or police patrolling the area when students host house parties."
In addition to alcohol issues, the task force wants to launch several lifestyle campaigns to promote health and safety at the UI, including plans for dieting, sleeping, stress management, health insurance, and sexual behavior.
"This student group is much greater than a 21-ordinance," Nakhasi said. "It's about all aspects of student health, and there is evidence that a 21-ordinance is not the best way to monitor overall student health."
The City Council discussed the ordinance during its formal meeting on June 19, and several councilors, including Regenia Bailey, Dee Vanderhoef, and Mike O'Donnell, agreed the issue was too controversial for the council to debate without community input.
"I would have liked to have seen a study group formed, or to gain input from the university, or the Chamber of Commerce," said Councilor Bob Elliott. "But I'm very happy to have the people decide what they want."








19.  Windsor Heights fire chief Resigns from Department 




Windsor Heights Fire Chief Tom Milewski, who faces charges of providing alcohol to his underage sons at Clive After Five, has resigned from the department, City Administrator Marketa Oliver said Wednesday.
Milewski's resignation letter submitted to the city Tuesday afternoon cited "personal reasons," Oliver said. For now, captains are managing the department.
"We have three captains who are in charge right now," Oliver said. "They share duties."
Clive police said that on June 8, Milewski let his two sons, ages 17 and 15, into a fenced area in Linnan Park where beer is served during Clive After Five, a weekly entertainment event. Witnesses alerted police that minors were drinking beer provided by Milewski. Police directed the boys to leave, and Milewski allegedly exchanged words with Clive firefighters present at the event.
Milewski was charged with harassment for the comments he allegedly made to the firefighters. The third-degree harassment charge is a simple misdemeanor. Providing alcohol to a minor is a serious misdemeanor.
A warrant was issued for Milewski's arrest on June 19. He turned himself in to police that afternoon and was released after posting bond. Reached by phone Wednesday afternoon, Milewski declined to comment on the incident or his resignation.
Windsor Heights must now conduct its third fire chief search in three years. Former Chief B.J. Hoffman started in January 2005 but left the department last July to pursue a career as an investigator for insurance companies.
Milewski, 48, started as Windsor Heights fire chief on Dec. 4 after working in the fire department of Williamsburg, Ohio, for seven years. The Windsor Heights department includes 25 paid-on-call volunteer firefighters. Besides the fire chief, the only full-time employee is a firefighter/emergency medical technician who also handles inspections.








20.  Retailers Prepared for new keg Law
Hieu Pham
Iowa City Press-Citizen 
June 29, 2007
Local liquor retailers are preparing booklets and stickers to register the sale of each beer keg in preparation for a new statewide keg law taking effect Sunday.
However, some retailers say they doubt whether the new measure, aimed at reducing binge and underage drinking, will actually work.
"The intentions are very good," said Doug Alberhasky, store manager and self-proclaimed "bier guy" at John's Grocery, 401 E. Market St. in Iowa City. "(But) this keg ordinance will shove the pendulum in the direction of hard liquor even more. It is very hard to drink yourself to death on beer. With hard alcohol, it's very easy."
In April, Gov. Chet Culver signed a bill requiring retailers to register each beer keg sold. The law trumps any cities' local keg ordinance. Johnson County, where keg regulation often has been discussed, has not had a keg law until now.
Specifically, retailers are required to place registration stickers on the inside rim of every cold and dry keg. They must keep a logbook with information about the person buying the keg. Each registration will include the customer's name, address, type of identification used -- a driver's license or other state issued identification -- as well as the identification number. Retailers must pay $5 for a booklet of 25 stickers.
Officials say the new law will help them track underage drinkers at events such as house parties as well as deter adults who provide alcohol to them.
"What it does is make those over 21 on notice to not buy alcohol for those under (21)," Iowa City Police Chief Sam Hargadine said. "This is one tool that we now have to enforce it."
Hargadine said he doesn't expect the keg ordinance to put a damper on house parties, not in a college town like Iowa City.
But for some local retailers, the real problem of underage drinking is not being addressed. They said kegs are no longer as popular as they once were.
"They're big and the profit margin is really low," said Edgar McGuire, owner of Bootlegging Barzini's, 412 First Ave. in Coralville. "They're not worth the space they take up."
McGuire said a number of customers have told him that they're no longer interested in buying kegs because of the law.
"Maybe they don't want their name to be known. We have customers who don't want others to know what they drink," he said.
Alberhasky said he has noticed a decline in keg sales during the past decade.
But while kegs aren't as popular anymore with retailers or customers, both men said the issue of drinking remains.
"People do what they want and they'll find ways around it," McGuire said.
Lynn Walding, administrator of the Iowa Alcoholic Beverages Division, said retailers shouldn't have a difficult time adjusting to the new requirements.












The wave of the future or a short lived trend? Bartenders in Dubuque disagree about the popularity of smoke-free establishments, while more and more bars are trying to keep the smoke out.
A lunch break at 180 Main. For these friends, its good food, good conversation and they say best of all, no cigarette smoke.
Kim Schemmel said, "It’s nice not leaving and smelling like cigarettes."
Sharon Faley said, "I am against smokers, I do not enjoy going to a place where people are smoking around me since I don't smoke."
Owner Tommy Miller wants 180 to be a place where people who normally avoid smoky bars can go to enjoy the night-life.
Miller said “There are so many people that talk about going home smelling like smoke, so we are able to get a whole new crowd in here."
Across the street at the Grape Harbor, wine bar, customers are invited to sample fine wine, but leave the cigarettes behind.
Annie Potter said, "If your smoking and you try and taste that wine, that wine is going to taste off."
A few doors down lot one let's its customers light up. But they have a state-of the art filtration system to clean the air.
Bartenders here aren't so sure smoke-free is the way to go.
Lot One Bartender, Curt Guler said, "I don't see it happening, Dubuque is a big town of drinkers, and smoking goes with drinking."
Still Miller says non-smoking bars are gaining popularity. 
Miller said, "I think it’s the wave of the future. I think that is what is happening anyway; I think places will be all going smoke-free anyway, so we figured we get ahead of the curve."








22.  Clydesdales stomp into Williamsburg
Stephanie Wu
Iowa City Press-Citizen 
June 28, 2007
The story is legendary: To celebrate prohibition’s end in 1933, August Busch, Jr., dashed home to his father and told him there was a brand new car waiting in the driveway. Busch, Sr., stepped outside to find eight massive Clydesdale horses hitched to a shiny red wagon.
Since then, the Budweiser Clydesdales have traveled around the U.S., with their mascot Bud the Dalmatian, to promote Budweiser. Through this weekend, the horses are on display at the Williamsburg sports complex to honor one of the few traditions that are older than themselves: 150 years of Williamsburg spirit.
“Everyone’s always curious to see them, and the kids really enjoy the horses,” said Tony Pichler, who’s been traveling with the eight horses of the Clydesdale team since 1985 as the groomer and chauffer.
Pichler, who brushes and bathes the horses in warm water daily, said that Clydesdales are far larger than the average horse: whereas an average horse weighs 1,100 pounds, the average Clydesdale is 2,000 lbs. The eight Budweiser Clydesdales are about 8 years old and are on average 18 hands (72 inches) tall.
“You don’t see Clydesdales very often. These are much bigger than any of the horses I’ve seen,” said Brittney McCaw, a Marengo resident who lives on a farm.
McCaw, who was visiting the Clydesdales with her two 3-year-old sons, Logan and Andrew McCaw, said she plans on attending the Williamsburg Sesquicentennial celebration each day and is anxious to see the Clydesdales on parade.
When asked whether the horses were big, Logan McCaw nodded; when asked whether he’d like to ride one, he shook his head in an alarmed, definitive “no.”
10-year-old Jennah Cox of Williamsburg also thought the horses were massive, though she was less afraid.
“They’re just huge and just like so cute, and I wish I could see them everyday, and I wish they were ours,” she said.
Cox, who owns and rides her own horse, said she liked the temperament of the Clydesdales.
“They look really calm and well-behaved,” she said.
Closer to downtown Williamsburg, the Little Chicago bar anticipates the horses by displaying the Budweiser Clydesdale banner.
The bar’s owners, known only as Dee and Sharky, have good reason to do so, too.
According to Pichler, the Clydesdales will likely do a pub crawl on Friday evening, where they‘ll pull the Budweiser hitch around to local bars to distribute cases of beer.
“It’s great advertisement for us,” said Dee, 49.
Dee, who grew up in Williamsburg, said the last time he remembered the Clydesdales being in town was when he was a nine-year-old boy. 
“We’d love them to come,” said Sharky, 61.
Sharky, who is familiar with the Clydesdales, said he especially knows how well the horses are pampered with warm baths and professional groomers.
“They’re like the Paris Hilton of horses,” he said.
The horses will be on display until Sunday, when they’ll appear in the Veterans Day parade at 2 p.m.




 IV.  OTHER STATE NEWS.
23.  Northport took big step to ban Smoking (Alabama)
Tuscaloosa News
June 29, 2007
There’s every reason for Northport to pass the tough ban on smoking that its City Council is considering.
The proposed ordinance would prohibit smoking in public places including restaurants, parks, stores, buses and government buildings. Only in lounges — businesses that sell more alcohol than food — would smoking be allowed. By that definition, only two Northport businesses qualify for exemptions, according to Councilman William Tunnell.
Northport’s proposed ban is considerably tougher than Tuscaloosa’s tepid partial limits on smoking in public places. But it’s exactly what the doctor ordered.
Dr. Richard H. Carmona, the U.S. surgeon general, said in a report last year that secondhand smoke is one of the most pervasive health dangers in the country.
He warned there is no risk-free level of exposure to secondhand smoke. Nonsmokers exposed to secondhand smoke increase their risk of developing heart disease by 25 to 30 percent and lung cancer by 20 to 30 percent, he said. 
Secondhand smoke exposure can cause heart disease and lung cancer in nonsmoking adults and is a known cause of sudden infant death syndrome, respiratory problems, ear infections and asthma attacks in infants and children, his report finds. 
Even brief exposure to secondhand smoke has immediate adverse effects on the cardiovascular system and increases risk for heart disease and lung cancer, Carmona’s report says. 
He stopped short of calling for a national ban on smoking in public places, leaving the decision to local governments. 











For several months, the Specialty Wine Retailers Association (SWRA) has been vocal in their opposition against Illinois House Bill 429. Yesterday, the organization released a new statement warning "upwards of 500 California wineries" that the legislation, if passed, would prohibit them from shipping wine directly to consumers in that state. 
At issue are the rights of retailers nationwide to ship wine directly to consumers in Illinois. HB 429, while allowing for direct shipping of up to 12 cases per year per customer, bars retailers from shipping directly to consumers. The legislation does preserve the rights of wineries with annual productions of 25,000 gallons or less to ship up to 5,000 gallons of wine directly to retailers. 
According to SWRA, California winemakers that have Type 17 and Type 20 licenses issued by the California Alcohol Beverage Control, which allows them to make wine at facilities they do not own themselves, are officially classified as "retailers" and "distributors." This puts these wineries at odds with HB 429, which stipulates that only "wineries" are permitted to ship into the state. 











The 4th of July festivities will light up the Baltimore sky soon and it continues to be one of the biggest holidays to drink.
But as Gigi Barnett reports, that's spurring several agencies to urge drivers who get tipsy to call a taxi.
"It's something that is unfortunately needed, but if people are going to drink and drive in Baltimore on the 4th of July they have options," said Ragina Averella, spokesperson for AAA.
It's called Tipsy? Taxi! and this is the second year AAA has teamed up with the State Highway Administration and Yellow Cab to offer free rides home.
"People were literally programming the number in their cell phone and saying we've heard about it. We're going to call your Tipsy? Taxi! number," said Averella. 
2005 was the deadliest year on record for Maryland drivers on Independence Day.
That's the year 21-year-old Ben Walter says he'll never forget.
"June 15, 2005, I made the choice of getting behind the wheel with a .16 blood alcohol level and to this day I regret it," said Walter.
Behind the wheel of that car, Ben hit and killed 18-year-old Justin Sheftel who was crossing the street.
Now Ben tours with his mother telling drivers not to get behind a wheel when drunk.
"They feel that they're invicible and to get behind that wheel that they're OK to drive and they're not. That's the hardest part of the message," said Cindy Walter, Ben's mother.






26.  Strict laws Needed for Drunken Drivers (Michigan)
State News
June 28, 2007
The choice to drive drunk is not one that begins and ends with a single person. Making that decision can put the safety of many others in jeopardy.
In 2005, 16,885 out of 43,443 traffic fatalities in the U.S., or about 39 percent, were alcohol-related, according to www.alcoholalert.com. That same year in Michigan, 37 percent of traffic fatalities were alcohol related.
Two bills were introduced to the Michigan House of Representatives recently, attempting to crack down on drunken driving.
House Bills 4920 and 4921 would require repeat offenders and drivers with a blood alcohol content, or BAC, higher than .15 to install breathalyzers in their vehicles. 
The offenders would have to blow in the breathalyzer registering a BAC lower than .025 in order for the car to start.
This legislation would be a great step for the state to take toward eliminating drunken driving. 
Any additional penalties or restrictions for people who are charged with driving while intoxicated should be welcomed by the state.
The fact that this legislation is targeting those who are repeat offenders, or who drive with a BAC almost twice the legal limit, sends a strong and important message. Although all drunken driving is a serious matter, these egregious offenders must be more strictly monitored.
Under current laws, a judge may require offenders to install the breathalyzers in their cars. One out of seven convicted drunken drivers in Michigan is required to use a breathalyzer.
Opponents of this bill say it is not up to lawmakers to decide how a judge should sentence a person. 
They claim the judge has had this option for many years, and his or her discretion is good enough to decide who should be given the breathalyzer and who should not.
But with six out of seven convicted drunken drivers currently not required to use these devices, many more people are in danger. 
Out of the 421 alcohol related deaths in Michigan in 2005, 363 occurred with the driver having a BAC of .08 or higher. With a breathalyzer installed in their cars, this probably would not have happened.
Another facet of the proposed legislation would restrict offenders from driving for the first 45 days of the sentence with restricted licenses for the remainder.
The legislation should do everything it can to keep these offenders off the streets. Whether it is installing breathalyzers in their cars or taking their licenses away completely, lawmakers need to show that drunken driving is not tolerated, and offenders will be punished severely.
People must be aware of their alcohol intake and act accordingly. 











Butte Silver-Bow Sheriff John Walsh said a ban on open containers of alcohol in public areas is long overdue, and he’ll continue to fight for the issue even if it hurts his chances for re-election.
“My vision is to try to get this ordinance passed,” Walsh said Thursday at a meeting of the Butte-Silver Bow Tavern Association. “It’s been my vision for years.”
Walsh said the open container law is necessary to help prevent underage drinking, control rowdy behavior during events like St. Patrick’s Day and Evel Knievel Days and to secure the safety of his officers and the community.
Pat Maloney, owner of Maloney’s Bar, is against the ordinance.
“Not having that law is what makes Butte unique. That’s why people come to Butte,” Maloney said.
Butte is the only major city in Montana that doesn’t have an open container law. 
John Weitzel, a citizen, said an open container ban would hurt regular people who just want to have a beer outside on a hot day.
“You don’t have to have a beer in your hand to break a window, you don’t have to have a beer in your hand to urinate in the street or get into a fight,” Weitzel said. “But if I sit outside on a hot day with a beer, I’m a criminal.”
Dan Dennehy, the county’s public health director, said other meetings are planned throughout the county to inform people about the proposed ordinance. Dennehy said there’s no guarantee an open container law proposal will even make it to the council of commissioners, which would have to approve any new ordinance.
Walsh drafted the proposal earlier this year. It would ban consuming or carrying open containers of alcohol on all public streets, alleys, parking lots open to the public and city- and county-owned facilities. It doesn’t include premises licensed to sell liquor.
The ordinance wouldn’t ban consuming alcoholic beverages within private homes or attached property, such as porches or attached steps.












Gregory Wells, 47, of South Sioux City, was sentenced to extra time behind prison bars today, thanks to Nebraska's new stiffer penalties linked to blood alcohol concentrations, or BAC, above 15 hundredths of a gram per 100 milliliters of blood, or 0.15. The state level at which a driver is considered impaired is 0.08.
Dakota County District Judge William L. Binkard sentenced Wells to 33 to 40 months in prison after Wells was found guilty on May 31 of a fifth-offense drunken driving offense. In addition, the judge ordered Wells not to operate a motor vehicle for 15 years.
County Attorney Edward Matney said Wells' blood alcohol concentration was .210 when he was arrested on April 29 by the Nebraska State Patrol in Dakota County. That blood alcohol level helped make Wells' fifth offense a Class II felony, the second most serious offense under Nebraska law.
Court documents show Wells was a tri-state threat; his prior drunken driving convictions were in Dakota County, Woodbury County and Union County, according to Matney.
"I applaud Judge Binkard's decision to send this habitual drunk driver to prison," Matney said, noting that Wells' BAC was nearly three times the impairment BAC of .08.








29.  Police Cruiser Tires Slashed (New Hampshire)
Rhonda Erskine
WCSH TV
June 27, 2007 
Police in Bow are trying to find the people who slashed tires on at least four police cruisers as officers were in the woods investigating an underage drinking party this week.
Bow police say they were checking out suspicious cars on a country road late Monday, when several teens emerged from the woods. Police concluded an underage drinking party was going on, so officers from Bow, Henniker, Hopkinton and the state police went into the woods to investigate.
When the officers returned to their cruisers, they noticed their tires had been slashed.
Police Lieutenant Dave Girard says at least one tire on each cruiser was slashed, meaning someone who originally might have faced a misdeamonor fine for underage drinking, now could face prison time for a felony.







30.  Rider moves to curb Campus Drinking (New Jersey)
Associated Press
June 26, 2007
Rider University in New Jersey has announced that it will take several steps to curb campus drinking.
The move is in response to the death in March of a freshman who was binge drinking.
In April, the university appointed a task force of faculty, staff and students to come up with ways to address drinking on campus. Its recommendations will go into full effect this fall.
Under the new rules, the university will:
Prohibit alcohol at all social events in residence halls or Greek houses.
Strengthen sanctions for alcohol policy violations.
Hire a substance abuse prevention and education coordinator.












US Airways officials say federal law could pre-empt a state law requiring the airline to have a state liquor license to serve alcohol on flights in and out of New Mexico.
The company complied with a state order and halted alcohol service on these flights nearly two weeks ago, after the Regulation & Licensing Department refused to grant it an extension on its temporary liquor license.
US Airways has no immediate plan to sue the state, but Michael Minerva, a lawyer and vice president of the airline, said he thinks the federal Aviation Deregulation Act supplants — or pre-empts — state liquor license laws.
The act prevents states from enacting or enforcing laws related to the price, route or service of an air carrier.
In addition, a Federal Aviation Administration regulation forbidding airlines from serving alcohol to passengers who appear intoxicated would also pre-empt state law, Minerva said.
Pre-emption is a rule of law that says when there is a conflict between federal and state law, federal law wins over state law.
The questions about the state’s authority to require airlines to have a liquor license arose last November, after a drunken man got off a US Airways flight, drove the wrong way on Interstate 25 and killed himself and five members of a Las Vegas, N.M., family in a head-on collision near Santa Fe.
The 21st Amendment of the Constitution, which ended prohibition, gives states the right to regulate alcohol.
And Bob Schwartz, chief prosecutor for the state Regulation & Licensing Department, said some federal circuit courts have ruled airlines can be sued in state court despite the language in the deregulation act — although none of those cases deal with in-flight alcohol service.
Schwartz also said the deregulation act recognizes the general police powers of the states. State officials believe those powers give them the authority to regulate this area of the law.
Vincent Ward, deputy chief counsel for Gov. Bill Richardson, stressed there is a distinction between having a single regulation that says you can’t serve alcohol to a person who appears intoxicated on an airplane and the actual regulation of alcohol, which is much more comprehensive.
The FAA regulation is so loose and unspecified that if a court were to hold that the FAA regulation governed the service of alcohol on planes, it would essentially mean there was no alcohol regulation on planes, Ward said.
Another possible argument in favor of the states is the fact there is no such thing as a federal liquor license for retail liquor sales to the general public.
Art Resnick, spokesman for the Federal Tax & Trade Bureau, said importers, wholesalers and producers of alcoholic beverages are required to get a federal permit, but for a retail seller like an airline, the only place to get a liquor license to sell alcohol is from a state.
In making his argument for pre-emption, US Airways’ Minerva cites a 2005 U.S. Supreme Court case (Granholm v. Heald) pitting the Constitution’s commerce clause against Section 2 of the 21st Amendment. The case involved laws in two states permitting in-state wineries to ship wine directly to consumers but prohibited out-of-state wineries from doing the same. The court said the state laws were unconstitutional.
That decision, however, cited a 1990 case (North Dakota v. United States) saying the liquor-license systems states use to control alcohol sales are “unquestionably legitimate.”
In addition, Granholm v Heald involved state laws that discriminated against shipments from out of state, and no one is alleging New Mexico’s liquor regulations discriminate.
Andrea Rader, a US Airways spokeswoman, said the airline could also argue it would be burdensome for it to comply with the liquor laws of all 50 states.
But according to Schwartz, state laws can govern if the local benefits of a law — such as stopping people from getting off planes in New Mexico drunk — outweigh the burden of compliance.
And he doesn’t believe the state regulations are burdensome. He points out 37 states require airlines to have liquor licenses, and the industry has not challenged the regulations in the past.
Historically, US Airways has only secured liquor licenses in states where it buys alcohol to stock planes or has had an airport club. And those are the only states that might be able to require a liquor license, Rader said.
That’s not the case in New Mexico. “We’re only flying in and out,” Rader said.
But in January, the state ordered the airline to get a state liquor license after US Airways passengers said Tesuque resident Dana Papst appeared drunk when he was served liquor on a flight from Phoenix.
On his way home, Papst stopped to buy a six-pack of beer in Bernalillo, police say, and later crashed into the Collins-Gonzales family from Las Vegas. Papst's blood-alcohol level was four times the legal limit.
Following the crash, the state issued a citation against US Airways for serving alcohol to an intoxicated person. The airline received another citation in May after a passenger was arrested at a DWI checkpoint in Albuquerque.
The state Regulation & Licensing Department could not pursue the first citation because the airline did not have a liquor license and was not subject to state administrative penalties. The second citation, which US Airways officials are contesting, is pending.
Richardson counsel Ward said he appreciates the fact that US Airways officials have cooperated with the state’s liquor license process. His statements about the state’s legal possibilities aren’t intended to be confrontational toward US Airways, Ward said.
Likewise, Minerva said the airline so far has focused its attention on cooperating with New Mexico’s liquor license laws, and not on potential legal action.
Neither he nor Schwartz could cite cases in which an airline challenged a state in court over a state’s right to regulate alcohol service in the air.












A bar owner once accused of having mob ties ordered the firebombing of his neighbor's stationery store because the owners had complained about noise and underage drinking at his establishment, authorities said.
Carmine Graziano, 45, was arraigned Thursday on federal arson charges. He pleaded not guilty in U.S. District Court and was ordered held without bail.
Prosecutors say Graziano boasted that he was "connected and protected" and later threatened to "hurt your business the way you hurt mine." One prosecutor has said Graziano has ties to the Gambino crime family.
An indictment alleges Graziano hired two men to set fire to Roseanne's Cards Galore, a stationery store in New Hyde Park, in August 2003.
A surveillance videotape captured two men approaching Roseanne's early Aug. 11, 2003. One of them is seen tossing a rock through the front window, while the second is seen tossing a Molotov cocktail into the store.
An ensuing fire destroyed the card store and forced the evacuation of several residents who lived in apartments above the store, prosecutors said. No one was seriously injured. The card store never reopened.
Graziano's attorney, Ben Gullo, did not immediately return a telephone call seeking comment Thursday.
The indictment said Graziano ordered the firebombing in retaliation for complaints that the card store owners - identified only as John and Jane Doe in court papers - had filed about his bar over several years.
The complaints led to extra police patrols and a temporary suspension of the bar's liquor license.
In a letter to the court opposing bail, Assistant U.S. Attorney Evan Williams said that following a 1999 complaint by the card store owners about excessive noise emanating from the bar, Graziano allegedly said, "I am connected and protected -- you don't want to get hurt, do you?"
On another occasion in April 2000, prosecutors say he told the female co-owner "kiss your husband goodbye" and, in October 2000, he told the woman, "I am going to hurt your business the way you hurt mine."
If convicted, Graziano faces 37 years to life in prison and a $1 million fine.
Last year, Nassau County District Attorney Kathleen Rice said Graziano was connected to the Gambino crime family. He was charged with four other men in September 2005 with running a $4-million-a-year gambling ring out of the bar.











A second round of meetings between Winston-Salem police officials and bar owners is scheduled for today, four months after police Sgt. Howard Plouff was killed in a shooting at a city nightclub.
The subject of the meeting is a proposed ordinance that would give the city more power to regulate nightlife businesses, those that sell alcohol as a primary source of revenue and have marginal food sales. Restaurants are not included.
Some affected business owners said last week that the proposed ordinance is too vague, leaving open the possibility for the city to unfairly shut down businesses it deems undesirable. Several declined to have their names published because of concerns that it would jeopardize their talks with the city.
“I have confidence that this can be worked out,” said George Bambliss, the owner of Recreation Billiards on Fourth Street. “We all want the public to be safe. But with some of this (ordinance), you have to wonder how it could be interpreted down the road.”
Last month, the Winston-Salem Journal obtained a copy of the proposed ordinance through state open-records laws.
It says that owners of nightlife businesses and promoters who stage concerts at those businesses would have to get a special business permit.
Applicants would pay $50 to get the permit through the city’s revenue office. But they also would be subject to a review by the police department.
The police chief may consider “evidence of illegal drug activity on or about the permitted premises, and evidence of fighting, disorderly conduct and other dangerous activities on or about the permitted premises,” the proposed ordinance reads.
The reference to “on or about the premises” has many bar owners nervous.
If interpreted too liberally, they said, a minor incident of disorderly conduct or “dangerous activities” could be used to stop a business owner from getting or keeping a permit. And bar owners are concerned about getting in trouble for things that happen “about the premises.”
As part of the city’s effort to broaden its authority over bars, police officials compiled a list of places that have triggered the most calls for service from police during the past two years.
At the top of the list was Nite Life Sports Bar on Peters Creek Parkway. Benton Convention Center, which is owned by the city, was high on the list, too. But not all the police calls listed next to the names of those businesses have direct ties with them, officials said. Some calls were triggered by incidents that happened nearby.
City Manager Lee Garrity has said previously that the goal is to strike a balance between having a thriving nightlife for residents and keeping them safe. And the city would not try to unfairly put anyone out of business.
“I think the city is receptive to input from those affected,” Mayor Allen Joines said yesterday. “There are just a lot of questions and concerns.”
One of the key requirements would force bars to qualify as a “safe operation” by participating in a violence-reduction program. The program encourages businesses to call the police at the first sign of criminal activity, prosecute all offenses and exclude patrons who have caused trouble in the past.
Businesses that fail to qualify as safe operations would be required to hire a certain number of security or law-enforcement personnel. If the business operates as a safe operation for 12 months, the requirement would be removed.
Mike Prince, the owner of Burke Street Pub, and other bar owners have questioned why the city doesn’t deploy a cop car late at night in areas that generate the most calls. It doesn’t seem fair that the city has more than 50 police officers working downtown concerts on the weekends, they said.
Joines said that with the proposed ordinance, the city will try to do something to make “patrons feel as safe as possible, while recognizing that nightlife is a part of the city’s fabric. We’re trying to make Winston-Salem attractive to younger folks, so we don’t want to make it too restrictive.”
The city is trying to broaden its power to regulate nightlife businesses because North Carolina is one of the few states in which local governments cannot issue liquor licenses. The N.C. Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission issues permits to sell alcohol, and that is one of the city’s biggest handicaps, officials said.
Richard Miller, a developer on Trade Street, one of the more popular nightlife areas, said that the ordinance should not be taken lightly. He is concerned that Plouff’s death and its consequences will put an undue burden on business owners.
“A lot of this is prompted by the police department because they’re mad that an officer got hit,” Miller said.













Steve Cook brought his wife and children with him Wednesday morning to tell town leaders Mills River is a family town and should stay that way -- without alcoholic beverage sales. 
"Don't even allow this thing to come to a public vote," Cook, among pastors, preachers and churchgoers opposed to a fall referendum on alcohol sales, told the council. "You need to understand you are going to be held accountable for your actions ... and I pray the Lord will speak to your hearts." 
Town Council will decide at its meeting at 7 p.m. today how to put the issue of alcoholic beverage sales on the Nov. 6 municipal elections ballot. 
The mayor and all four council members have expressed support for a such a vote, saying the people should be able to decide. A key question remains whether they will allow voters to approve or reject beer and wine sales from grocery and convenience stores, or to also decide whether Mills River gets liquor by the drink and/or an ABC store. 
Several speakers Wednesday said the council should not allow the public to decide the issue. They defined it as a moral issue, and one of crime and public safety. 
"If my wife and child get killed by a drunk driver here in Mills River, I'm going to hold each and every one of y'all personally responsible," Robert Jones, 35, a Turnpike Road resident, told the council. He added: "You'll have to stand before God that you allowed that in our community." 
Jones, a technician and preacher, said beer and wine sales would not be worth the estimated $30,000 in annual revenues they would bring the town. 
"I'll guarantee you the negatives are always going to outweigh the positive with alcohol," he said. 
Merchants who have requested the vote see it differently. Although none attended Wednesday's meeting, they say the question is one of simple economics. The town can either capture sales and tax dollars that are already going to nearby towns such as Fletcher, Brevard and Hendersonville, or not, they say. Cook, however, said he believes having beer and wine sales would increase underage drinking in Mills River. 
"Maybe if they had to drive a little bit farther they wouldn't want to," he said. 
The town of about 6,600 residents covers more than 22 square miles of northwest Henderson County. 
Although Wednesday's speakers spoke against any kind of alcohol sales, the council has heard from a few residents who support a vote. 
Town resident Virginia Pearce said in a letter she favors the town allowing not only beer and wine sales but also an Alcoholic Beverage Control store to sell state-taxed liquor. 
"Why shouldn't our town profit from the revenue and sales on these commodities," she wrote. "It would also save some of us from traveling to other towns for these items and save in gas, especially at this time." 
Cook and fellow alcohol opponent Duain Whittemore, a former resident whose daughter lives in Mills River, questioned why the board chose 9 a.m. on a Wednesday to discuss such a sensitive topic. 
"Most of the people who would have liked to have been here today are at work," Cook said. "I honestly believe most of them want Mills River to stay just the way it is." 
Mayor Pro Tem Lois Pryor said Wednesday's meeting was continuation of an earlier meeting on the issue June 14 in order to allow staff to gather information. 
ABC profits questionable 
Town Manager Jaime Adrignola invited Lauria Lee, director of audits and pricing for the N.C. ABC Board, to come to Wednesday's meeting. 
Lee answered a key question of council members when she told them that ABC store employees are not considered town employees. She also said the town would have no liability for loans or other financial matters surrounding such a store. The council's only role would be to appoint a three-member ABC board who would hire employees and oversee store operations. 
But Lee said she doubted Mills River could have a profitable ABC store on its own. Such stores must generate at least $750,000 per year to be profitable, she said. With start-up costs ranging from $200,000 to $250,000, it can take several years before some stores turn a profit. 
"I don't see a store here really being able to generate new income. Most of that would come from other stores," she said, citing those in nearby Fletcher and Brevard. 
If voters approved a store, the state ABC store would probably encourage Mills River to share a store with a surrounding municipality. 
"We don't advocate for or against stores, but we do advocate for profitability," Lee said. 
The town would not be required to have an ABC store to have sales of liquor by the drink, and would be more likely to see increased revenues if voters approved that route, she said. 
Liquor questions 
Council delayed its vote until tonight in part to get answers to a few questions. One was whether the town could restrict liquor sales to only restaurants and hotels, and not bars, clubs and other establishments, if voters were to approve liquor by the drink. Another was to find out what state statutes define as "class A restaurants, hotels and motels" that are allowed to sell alcohol. 
Councilman Ed Glenn said at an earlier meeting that he would prefer to see a vote spurred by a petition of 30 percent of Mills River's eligible voters, rather than council initiating the referendum. But with the mayor and three other council members on record as supporting a public vote, he changed his tack Wednesday. 
"I spent six years in the military and part of that was so people have the freedom to vote," he said. 
Beer and wine only? 
Glenn argued the town should allow voters to decide all possible issues, including an ABC store and liquor by the drink, rather than restricting the vote to the question of off-premise beer and wine sales as merchants requested. He hinted that allowing the full range of options might spur more opposition. 
"I think there's enough people in Mills River who can vote it out, or not vote this in, but they are going to have to get out and vote," he said. 
But Councilman Wayne Carland said he sees no reason to include an ABC store on the ballot if it is not economically feasible for the town. Mayor Roger Snyder and Mayor Pro Tem Lois Pryor both said they want to make sure the town doesn't allow establishments such as bars and pool halls that sell mainly alcohol. 
"My concern is mixed beverages. If we don't have a way to control (against bars) I think we are asking for trouble," Pryor said. 
"If we're going to do any of this I think we need to go slow and I'm 51 percent against the ABC store (on the ballot) at the moment," he said. 






35.  Tennessee to Require Universal Carding on Beer Sales (Tennessee)
CSN
June 26, 2007
Beginning July 1, Tennessee will be the first state in the nation to require universal carding for purchases of beer for off-premises consumption, according to The Tennessee Responsible Vendor Act. The legislation will not affect the sale of wine and liquor, monitored by the office of Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC), or beer sales in restaurants and clubs, the Kingsport Times reported.
The act, passed by the General Assembly last year, is hailed by proponents as an innovative and strong step in the fight against underage drinking. The legislation will expire in July 2008, giving lawmakers and vendors an opportunity to review the process.
In the coming weeks, Jarron Springer, president of the Tennessee Grocers and Convenience Store Association, said he will begin briefing the grocery and c-stores in his association on the issue, which he feels establishes Tennessee as a national leader on the underage issue, according to the report. Springer suspects other states will soon follow.
Many local stores have already begun the carding practice, including 47 Roadrunner Markets in the Tri-Cities. John Kelly, chief operating officer for Roadrunner Markets, implemented the strict policy last year, and said it makes it less likely that a clerk will make a mistake, the report stated. Kelly also said regular customers quickly adapted to the stricter carding procedures and most now arrive at the counter with ID in hand. 
The new law also establishes a voluntary Responsible Vendor Program, which will be administered by the Tennessee ABC Office. To become a "responsible vendor," a retailer will be required to have each of their clerks complete a server training course approved by the ABC, according to the Kingsport Times. 
Additionally, the civil penalties for underage sales against ABC-certified responsible vendors will differ from retailers that are not certified, providing an incentive for stores to volunteer for the program. Non-participating retailers face a license suspension, revocation or a fine of $2,500 for each underage sale violation, an increase from the previous penalty of $1,500, the report stated. 
However, responsible vendors face a fine up to $1,000 for each underage sale violation. If a retailer has two violations in a 12-month period the ABC will revoke their responsible vendor status, and if violations continue, the vendor will be subject to a license suspension, revocation or a fine up to $2,500 by the local beer board. These are penalties non-certified vendors can face on a first offense, according to the report.












When Brian Steik lived on the streets, the government spent tens of thousands of dollars on emergency room visits and other services to keep the alocoholic alive.
Now social-service agencies are offering Steik and dozens of other homeless drinkers subsidized apartments where they can keep boozing at a fraction of the cost.  
“The average citizen who hears about this project probably is appalled,” said Bill Hobson, executive director of the city’s Downtown Emergency Services Center, which constructed the apartments.
“Their concern runs something along these lines: ‘Why do I want to spend my tax money on people who are not doing anything to help themselves?’  The answer to that is:  You’re already spending it.”
The four-story $11.2 million building is one of few such facilities in the nation.  Minneapolis has a similar program.
The Seattle apartments were built with taxpayer and privately donated dollars.  The center expects to spend about $11,000 per resident to operate the building each year, less than 10 percent of the money chronic drunks would cost if left on the streets.  Preliminary figures suggest the building will pay for itself in less than five years.  
Before moving into an apartment, the 40-year-old Steik was a frequent visitor to the Seatle Sobering Center, a nonprofit agency where police bring homeless alcoholics to dry out.  He spent 700 nights there in 2 ½ years.
“I had a place to live every night as long as I was intoxicated enough,” Steik said.
At the apartment building, residents pay less than $200 a month in rent and must buy their own alcohol.  Seventy-five people live there, with more waiting to get in.  
Residents are selected by social-service providers who agree on a list of the worst alcoholics.  Once in, they can stay for the rest of their lives as long as they follow rules focusing mostly on avoiding violence.  
Resident usually drink in their small studio apartments.  Some have smaller cubicles with three walls and room the a bed, closet and chair.
Some residents say the program has helped cut their drinking in half; one person claims to have quit entirely.
The Metropolitan Improvement District reports alcohol activity on the downtown streets has been cut in half.  Human-service agencies report their contact with downtown drunks has been reduced by 56 percent.
But the program will has its skeptics.
Police Sgt. Paul Gracy acknowledges it may save money at the emergency room, bu officers continue to puk up drunks all over town.  






37.  No Single Solution Exists to Solve Alcohol Problems (Wyoming)
Jackson-Hole Star Tribune
June 21, 2007
Alcohol is a drug that causes problems for people of all walks of life in Casper. Many point to underage drinking as one of the underlying reasons for later alcohol abuse.
But it's difficult to do anything to curb drinking among minors as long as adults convey the notion that alcohol use is always socially acceptable. It isn't.
Parents who believe it's better to let their teenagers drink at home than somewhere else are kidding themselves and harming their children. Sending the message that illegal underage drinking is OK only encourages the use of more alcohol.
Being charged as a minor in possession shouldn't be a rite of passage. It's one of the first signs that a youth is in trouble. Parents who shrug it off as something all kids do -- because they did it themselves as teens -- are missing the point. A lack of consequences at home for breaking the law encourages such behavior.
Unfortunately, it's unrealistic to think that all adults will suddenly start being responsible role models. That's why it's important for the Legislature to regularly examine our state's alcohol laws to see if they need to be strengthened. If we can reduce the abuse of alcohol, we can make a positive impact in our community: fewer drunken drivers and accidents, less violent behavior, and fewer alcoholics who need treatment.
Here are some key opportunities:
	Coordination -- One common-sense approach we can take is to improve communication among the various local courts that deal with alcohol-related offenses. Punishment should increase with each conviction, but often prosecutors in one jurisdiction do not know about offenses adjudicated in a different court. A standardized tracking system should be developed.
	Legislation -- Wyoming lawmakers have stubbornly resisted taking many actions to reduce drunken driving, even when the state was threatened with the loss of federal highway funds. We were one of the last states to reduce our blood alcohol content level for drunk driving to .08, and to pass a law banning open containers in cars and trucks. Casper, to its credit, banned open containers long before the state did.
	Accountability -- Wyoming already has a dram shop law, but it could be made more effective. The current law only holds liquor vendors responsible for injuries caused by either a minor or an obviously intoxicated drive-up window customer.
In several states, the dram shop laws cover serving alcohol to any obviously intoxicated adult. The Governor's Council on Impaired Driving has recommended adding this provision to the statute. It called the change "the most effective way for Wyoming to reduce alcohol-related fatalities and other injuries."
If the Legislature wanted to add even more teeth to the law, it could expand liability to include hosts at private residences.
Treatment -- The entire community needs a reality check about the problems posed by alcohol. While methamphetamine use has certainly deserved the attention it has received from law enforcement and the Legislature in recent years, alcohol still has a much bigger impact on society. A study last year by the Wyoming Association of Sheriffs and Chiefs of Police found 62 percent of all arrests in Wyoming were alcohol-related, compared with 3 percent for meth offenses.
Does it make sense to keep filling our jails with people afflicted by alcoholism? Casper should look at the success Fremont County has had with its alcohol crisis center. It's an alternative to jail for public intoxication offenders, where they can receive detox services.
In addition to providing help for alcohol addicts instead of just temporary warehousing, the city of Riverton estimates the crisis center has saved about $300,000 a year compared with the cost of jailing offenders.
It will take a combination of responsible adults, stricter laws, more treatment facilities, and jail alternatives to reduce alcohol problems in our community. Are we up to the challenge?
http://www.jacksonholestartrib.com/articles/2007/06/21/news/caspernext/86ad6e1973ff800f872573010059ca18.txt (​http:​/​​/​www.jacksonholestartrib.com​/​articles​/​2007​/​06​/​21​/​news​/​caspernext​/​86ad6e1973ff800f872573010059ca18.txt​)








